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Top tips for lawyers who struggle with self-compassion to develop inner
strength
By James Gray Robinson
There are three levels of positive responses to suffering.
The first, sympathy, is merely
the mental recognition that
suffering is present. The second, empathy, includes an
emotional component, with
the effect that we feel for the
person who is suffering. The
third, compassion, includes
the desire or motivation to do
something about that person’s
suffering.

A significant percentage of
lawyers face emotional and
mental challenges because
they are not trained to channel that compassion correctly.
Lawyers are particularly susceptible to stress, anxiety, depression and burnout. In my
work helping lawyers deal
with these forces, I notice
that the ones who suffer the
most, ironically, lack the most
fundamental compassion of
The legal profession is defined all: compassion for themselves.
by compassion. Lawyers are
motivated to help others. I
There are some common
believe that most have witthemes among lawyers who
nessed or experienced injusstruggle with self-compassion:
tice in their lives, and it is
compassion that motivates us 1. Abusive inner critic. Our
to right wrongs, rescue people inner critics serve a necessary
survival role by recognizing
victimized in some way and
behavior that does not serve
change the way society and
culture operate for the better. us. However, without selfcompassion, that inner critic
Many people have sympathy
can sound like a belligerent
and empathy for the victims of drill sergeant whose job is to
the world, but lawyers are
make us witless, unthinking
among those who want to do and uncaring weapons of
something about it and take
mass destruction. Thoughts
the necessary action steps to like “I am stupid,” “I am a failget problems sorted out. It
ure” and “I don’t deserve sucgets complicated when we are cess” are all abusive forms of
confined to the rules of an im- inner criticism.
perfect adversarial system,
2. Secondary trauma fawhich has been cobbled totigue. Also k now n as com gether over the centuries to
resolve disputes. It is said that passion fatigue, secondary
to understand the law, a page trauma fatigue is the stress
of history is worth a volume of and depression that results
logic.
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Tech Tip: HeinOnline New Search Feature
Reprinted with Permission by Julie Koehne, Systems Librarian
HeinOnline approaches every project with the goal of making your research smarter, better,
and faster. With that comes ensuring simplicity and usability in our features. To that end,
searching in HeinOnline just received a long-awaited facelift.
Now, instead of selecting a tab to choose which data to search in HeinOnline (the full text of
documents, document citations, case citations, and catalog titles), do it all from our new
intuitive one-box search. Rest assured, this interface update retains all searching
functionality. No previous searching capabilities have been removed!
Learn how the new one-box search works in the brief video below, or keep reading for a
quick overview.

Search Anything in HeinOnline from One Search Box
The HeinOnline search engine generates results based on the input of various types of
information. You can enter a keyword (or several), a document or case citation, an author
name, the name of a publication title, and more into the HeinOnline search bar to bring up
results associated with that metadata in HeinOnline.
Previously, however, users needed to select the most relevant search tab to search a
specific type of information.

Old Search Interface:

Now, experience the same exact functionality of the tabbed search bar with the simplicity
and modern feel of the one-box search.

New Search Interface:
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How to Use the One-Box Search
From anywhere in HeinOnline, enter any query into the new one-box search just as you
would in the old tabbed search bar. A series of options will appear in a drop-down allowing
you to specify your search intent.

These options correlate with the former search bar tabs, while also offering two additional
modes (*).
Just search for: Functions the same as the former “Full Text” tab, searching the full text
of documents for your keyword(s). Users can also use this option to enter custom
HeinOnline syntax—i.e. author: (Fitzgerald)—if desired.
Citation: Functions as a combination of the former “Citation” and “Case Law” tabs, allowing you to search for a document or case citation.
Catalog: Functions the same as the former “Catalog” tab, searching across the entire
HeinOnline catalog record.
*Author: Allows users to search for a section author name.
*Title: Allows users to search section titles across HeinOnline documents. Learn
more about HeinOnline “sections” here.
For example, when entering the example search “civil rights”, the search will default to
the first option, a full-text search for mentions of the term throughout all HeinOnline
documents.
However, choosing the Catalog option, for example, will perform a search for the term for
where it appears in the HeinOnline catalog. Once they’ve chosen an option, users can see
that a different search is being performed based on the difference in search syntax.

Note: HeinOnline syntax—Boolean operators, quotes, proximity searching, etc.—
functions exactly the same within all of these options. Learn how to use advanced
HeinOnline search syntax here.
Reprint from New One-Box Search in HeinOnline! Enhancements, Searching, What's New April 8, 2021 Tara Kibler.
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from witnessing pain and suffering in others
over a long period of time. Like first responders, attorneys who constantly seek to
mitigate the tragedies of the world inevitably will crash and burn. It is the effect of
giving all of your compassion away and saving none for yourself.
3. Perfectionism. W e seek value
through results and believe that working
long hours will bring us success and happiness. Instead, it can bring exhaustion and
stress. And when something unexpected
happens (as it often does in the practice of
law), or we don’t get what we want, we can
feel like failures. We allow our inner critic to
overwhelm us.
4. Inability to ask for or receive help.
Feeling like we must be independent is oftentimes caused by a trust issue based on
feelings of rejection or betrayal. We take on
projects that we think will result in accolades or rewards, but we end up overextending ourselves and working inhumane
hours. When we are offered help, we refuse
it because we don’t want to share the credit,
or we irrationally don’t trust the team.
5. Imposter syndrome. Despite all of
the evidence to the contrary, we believe
that we have to fool everyone into thinking
we know what are doing because we are
imposters. We assume everyone else knows
exactly what to do every minute of every
day. The fact that we are smart enough to
graduate from law school and pass the bar
exam is irrelevant in the face of these feelings of inadequacy.
Relieving the pain

agement tells us to compartmentalize our
tasks so we can focus totally on them one at
a time.
2. Rise above the fray. Som etim es, w e
are so focused on dealing with the demands
of others that we totally forget what we are
doing. There are three basic human emotional needs: security, satisfaction and connection. We have to plan to satisfy these
needs, or we will get stressed, anxious and
burned out. If we are feeling threatened, we
have to separate the illusion from the reality. We must do the things that make us feel
safe. If we are bored or disappointed, we
have to find ways to be grateful. If we are
feeling unloved or isolated, we must remember to allow others to love us and love ourselves.
3. Focus on the positive. Our brains are
hardwired to look for threats. This is called
negative bias. When we focus on the positive aspects of our life, we stay in our rational mind and can overcome negative bias.
We must practice self-compassion in order
to stay in the positive, rational mindset. Life
is like a rose, and we can focus on the blossom or the thorns.
4. Be the hero of your own story. P robably the most important aspect of selfcompassion is being your own best friend.
Tell your inner critic to take some personal
time, and focus on being a cheerleader for
yourself. Sports psychologists train their athletes to imagine how it will feel to win and
then to focus on that feeling as much as
possible. When we struggle, we have to remember we are heroes and that there will
be a positive result.

Compassion is the awareness of suffering
coupled with a desire to do something about
it, not only for others but especially for ourselves. Instead of repressing it, we must be
willing to do whatever it takes to relieve it.
There are strategies that can help you successfully deal with the pain and develop
your inner strength and resilience.

5. Treat yourself with compassion. W e
must focus on our physical bodies as a part
of self-compassion. How would we behave if
we found someone who had been abused
and victimized? Hopefully, we would want to
nurse them back to health and happiness.
We need to treat ourselves the same. Be a
good Samaritan.

1. Focus, focus, focus. W hen w e focus
our perception in a positive way, our brain
changes, and we experience a more positive
life. Do one thing at a time. Turn off the
phone if you are dealing with a task that
must be completed. Plan time to look at
emails and texts. Too much multitasking can
cause stress and anxiety. Basic time man-

6. Activate your parasympathetic nervous system. Our sym pathetic nervous
system serves us by reacting to perceived
threats. Conversely, our parasympathetic
nervous system helps us relax and feel content. We must balance the two to avoid
burnout. We activate our parasympathetic
nervous system by deep breathing, vagas
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nerve exercises, focused relaxation and feelings of wellness and accomplishment. If all
we do is imagine danger everywhere, we
don’t engage our parasympathetic nervous
system, and we will suffer. Self-compassion
reminds us to relax and enjoy life.
Having compassion for others is commendable, but it doesn’t do us any good if we fail
to practice compassion for ourselves. As life
becomes more and more complicated and
stressful, we must focus on doing things that
will save our sanity and well-being. The law
is a noble and challenging endeavor, but no
one needs to suffer.

James Gray Robinson was a thirdgeneration trial attorney specializing in
family law for 27 years in his native North
Carolina. Burned out and emotionally spent
practicing law, he quit in 2004 and spent
the next 16 years doing extensive research
and innovative training to help others facing burnout and personal crises to heal. In
2017, at age 64, using the tools and strategies he learned, Robinson passed the Oregon bar exam and is again a licensed attorney. Learn more about his work at lawyerlifeline.net or email him at
gray@lawyerlifeline.net.
This article was originally printed in the
ABA Journal
and was reprinted with the permission of the
author.
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Well-Being Week in Law
Well-Being Week in Law (WWIL) is May 3-7
this year. According to the Institute for WellBeing in Law:
“The aim of WWIL is to raise awareness
about mental health and encourage action
and innovation across the profession to improve well-being.”
At the Law Library, e will be sharing daily
info and resources to help inform and contribute to well-being in law throughout the
week, including info on easy daily yoga,
meditation and generally staying healthy.
Stay tuned to our social media channels for
more information!
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CBA Bundle Renewals
A reminder for our subscribers who have
bundled their Law Library subscription
with their Cincinnati Bar Association membership – please make sure to select the
Law Library add-on when you submit your
2021-2022 Membership Renewal to the
CBA. Already renewed with the CBA and
didn’t add it on? It’s not too late! Please
contact Lauren by email at lmorrison@cms.hamilton-co.org and she’ll work
with you to make sure it gets processed.

Conference Rooms
Our newly created conference rooms provide versatile options for our subscribers to
do work in a quiet setting in the courthouse. Equipped with large monitors and
technology for remote court hearings or
meetings via Zoom and other methods, the
rooms allow subscribers to conduct their
business from the comfort of the Law Library. Subscribers can reserve the rooms
and use the tech for these purposes, and
can also conduct in-person client meetings,
make phone calls, do legal research or just
take a moment between hearings.
In addition to the smaller conference
rooms, subscribers can also reserve the
boardroom for larger meetings, hearings
and other videoconferences. That room is
configurable in multiple ways. If you let us
know how you’d like it set up and what
your tech needs are when you reserve it,
we’ll have it arranged and ready for your
arrival!
Our website features descriptions of the
available resources and capacities of each
room, so feel free to peruse to determine
which space best suits your needs. Note
that even rooms that don’t have a hardwired computer connection can be made
more tech-friendly by borrowing one of the
Law Library’s new laptops, available for inlibrary use.
Reserve the rooms via our website 24/7 or
call 946-5300 during business hours for us
to assist or with questions. Walk-ins are
welcome, but priority will be given to reservations.
Hamilton County Law Library Newsletter

Topical Updates
We are excited to announce the new design of the Topical Updates for 2021. If
you have not signed up before and would
like to start receiving substantive bi-weekly
updates in one or more practice areas,
please visit the topical updates page on
our website to sign up. You can select
from the following areas of law:
Criminal
Employment
Estates and Trusts
Family Law
Intellectual Property
Pension Benefits
Real Estate
Tax
The Supreme Court & Con Law
Torts
If you have any questions about this
please feel free to contact our Reference
Librarian, Amy Kurlansky.
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Subscriber Benefits
All subscribers have access to the following
valuable resources and services:
Circulation privileges to borrow from over
40,000 print volumes for up to six weeks at
a time
Access to extensive legal information databases from the Law Library, including
Westlaw, Wolters Kluwer Cheetah™, Bloomberg Law®, Overdrive e-books, HeinOnline,
and Loislaw treatises
Wireless network throughout the Law
Library
Polycom videoconferencing
Eight meeting rooms with speaker phones
Professional reference service by our law
librarians, available via e-mail, telephone,
and in person
Free document delivery by fax or e-mail of
print and electronic materials
CLE seminars throughout the year, on legal
research and substantive topics
Subscribers’ lounge, magazines, daily newspapers, and coffee

Upcoming CLEs—Live Interactive
Webinars
Friday, May 21, 2021, 12PM-1 PM
Implicit Bias and the Criminal Justice
System
Presenter: Professor Wendy Calaway, Esq.
1.0 general credit approved in OH, KY
pending
Wednesday, June 30, 2021 1-2 PM
Elder Financial Exploitation and Undue
Influence
Presenter: Sylvia Pla-Raith, Dir. of Elder
Justice Unit —Consumer Protection, Ohio
Atorney General’s Office
1.0 hour credit applied OH & KY

On-Demand CLEs
The Hamilton County Law Library is proud to
announce that the following self-study CLEs
are available in our on-demand library:

Elder Abuse Awareness (1.0 general hour in
OH, 1.0 hour in KY until July 2021)
Medicaid Planning (1.0 general hour in OH,
1.0 hour in KY until July 2021)

Bi-weekly news alerts by practice area

Complex Appeals in Ohio (1.0 general hour
OH, 1.0 hour in KY until July 2021)

Discounted rates for photocopying

Fastcase 7 (1.0 general hour in OH)

In addition, solos and attorneys whose firm
has a subscription have 24 hour remote access to Fastcase.com case law, Aspen/
LOISLaw treatises, HeinOnline (for under 50
attorney firms), EBSCOhost, and Wolters
Kluwer Cheetah™

Mediation (1.0 general hour in OH)
2020 Employment Cases in the US Supreme
Court (1.0 general hour in OH)
Trademark & Copyright Law in 60 Minutes
(1.0 general hour in OH)
And, Coming Soon:
CHANGE Court (1.0 general hour in OH)
Legal Issues & COVID-19 (1.5 general
hours in OH)
What Does Stress Have to Do With it? (2.5
hours professional conduct in OH)
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Attorney Wellness Resources

Lawyerlife: finding a life and a higher calling
in the practice of law

Law Library subscribers have access to a variety of Attorney Wellness Resources, including those listed below. If you have questions
about these resources, contact the reference
staff at reference@cms.hamilton-co.org or
513.946.5300.

KF297 .H67 2003

Building healthy communities : a guide to
community economic development for advocates, lawyers, and policymakers

Multidisciplinary practice: staying competitive
an adapting to change
KF300 .M84 2001
Sean Carter, humorist at law.
KFO76.5.A2 C28 2012

KF5730 .B85 2009
The creative lawyer

Staying happy and being productive to combat the stress of the legal profession

KF300 .M45 2007

KF300.Z9 S73 2016

The curmudgeon’s guide to practicing law

Stress management for lawyers

KF300 .H47 2006

KFO76 .S87 2013

Decision-making for lawyers : distraction, deception, and drunkenness

The successful lawyer: powerful strategies for
transforming your practice

KFO76.5.A2.Z9 D42 2018

KF300 .R57 2005

How to Better Manage Your Workload: Time,
Task, and Email Management for Legal Professionals

Online Resources

KF300 .N46 2010
The lawyer's toolkit for creating both personal and professional success
KF297 .M664 2013
Lawyers, anger, and anxiety : dealing with
the stresses of the legal professionKF300 .N46 2010
Lawyers as peacemakers : practicing holistic,
problem-solving law
KF311 .W75 2010
Hamilton County Law Library Newsletter

EBSCO
Judges' Well-Being and the Importance of
Meaningful Work.
Running Toward Wellness and Good Health.
HeinOnline
Combating Secondary Trauma: Attorney
Wellness in High Stress Practice
The Importance of Prioritizing Attorney Wellness
Substance Abuse & Mental Health Attorney
Wellness
Westlaw
The Case for Attorney Wellness, New York
State Bar Journal
Cultivating Wellness in the Legal Profession,
Chicago Bar Association Bulletin
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Upcoming Events:

Upcoming CLEs

Law Day, May 1, 2021
Well-Being Week in Law May 3-7, 2021
Friday, May 21, 2021, 12-1 PM: Implicit Bias and the Criminal Justice System (Interactive Webinar via Zoom)
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ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Hamilton County Law Library
Hamilton County Courthouse
1000 Main Street, Room 601
Cincinnati, OH 45202
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